
ordinary



EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
one transaction at a time

On the 
Market for

 

 
 

Days

Received

Multiple Offers

& Sold for

Over Asking!

Sold for

Highest Price

Point in the

Community



SIT BACK & RELAX
while we run the extra mile

Mega

Open

Houses!

Sold in

 

 

 

Days!



A STEP ABOVE THE
COMPETITION

We sold in

 

 

 

Days!

Listed with

another Broker for

 

 

before

withdrawing 

ordinary vs. EXTRAordinary results



"Jamie is excellent at his work. He is

easy to talk to, extremely

knowledgeable, fast and very efficient.

I recommend Jamie for anyone

buying/selling a home. He is highly

professional, classy and will take care

of you like you are priority number

one."

"Noelle made us purchasing our first

home possible. She has guided us

throughout the entire process and went

above and beyond to help us find a

different avenue to proceed. Thanks to

her and the entire Graham Team we are

closing on our first home."

over 200 five-star reviews 

& counting!

"We had so many questions about the

process of buying a house. The Graham

team made the entire process painless

and stress-free."

"He and his team did all the leg

work while we sat back and

watched it all unfold."

Top 3% of Agents nationwide
demonstrating trustworthiness, responsiveness

and knowledge with every client



"The difference between ordinary

and extraordinary is that little extra."

- Jimmy Johnson

HOW DO WE DO IT?

Adwerx

Professional

Photo &

Video

Enhanced

Listings

Personalized

Property

Website

Mobile

Marketing

3D Video

Tours

Print Flyers

& Direct

Mail

Agent

Marketing



When you trust The Graham Team, you are partnering with a team

who has 25+ years of experience and is putting today’s most

effective and innovative tools available to work for you. The Graham

Team cares for each individual client, listening intently to your

desires and needs, providing precise results. Providing an

exceptional experience stems from a desire to hear our clients’

needs, wants, non-negotiables, and to deliver all of this stress-free.

 

The Graham Team’s experience and daily commitment to

learning is the reason our clients value our advice. They know

we are working in their best interest to deliver the best return

on their investment, while enhancing their quality of life and

giving them peace of mind.

WHY DO WE DO IT?

EXTRA



Predictability

Greatest Return on Your Investment

Easy & Stress-Free Experience

We know what you want:

 

702.930.9551
www.GrahamTeamNV.com


